In theories with derivative (self-)interactions, the propagation of perturbations on nontrivial field configurations is determined by effective metrics. Generalized scalar-tensor theories belong in this class and this implies that the matter fields and gravitational perturbations do not necessarily experience the same causal structure. Motivated by this, we explore the causal structure of black holes as perceived by scalar fields in the Horndeski class. We consider linearized perturbations on a fixed background metric that describes a generic black hole. The effective metric that determines the propagation of these perturbations does not generally coincide with the background metric (to which matter fields couple minimally). Assuming that the metric and the scalar respect stationarity and that the surface gravity of the horizon is constant, we prove that Killing horizons of the background metric are always Killing horizons of the effective metric as well. Hence, scalar perturbations cannot escape the region that matter fields perceive as the interior of the black hole. This result does not depend on asymptotics but only on local considerations and does not make any reference to no-hair theorems. We then demonstrate that, when one relaxes the stationarity assumption for the scalar, solutions where the horizons of the effective and the background metrics do not match can be found in the decoupling limit.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black holes are among the simplest objects in the Universe and general relativity (GR) predicts that their defining feature, the event horizon, acts as a causal boundary for all fields. Black holes are the perfect probes of the strong-field regime, especially in the era of gravitational wave astronomy. This regime is also where alternative theories of gravity are expected to yield new predictions in the description of compact astrophysical objects. When new fundamental fields become a part of the picture, the simplicity of black holes in GR, as expressed by the no-hair conjecture [1] [2] [3] , is often replaced by solutions with a more complex structure.
Even the simplest extensions of GR, scalar-tensor theories which postulate that a scalar field takes part in mediating the gravitational interaction, can introduce significant deviations [4, 5] . Consider the most general scalartensor theory that leads to second order equations upon direct variation, described by the Horndeski action [6] [7] [8] 
where
, and G iX = ∂ X G i . No-hair theorems do exist for broad subclasses of the Horndeski action under certain assumptions: when the scalar does not exhibit derivative self-couplings, G 2 = G 2 (Φ), G 4 = G 4 (Φ), G 3 = G 5 = 0, and the configuration is stationary and asymptotically flat [9] [10] [11] [12] ; when the theory respects shift symmetry, Φ → Φ+constant, G i = G i (X), assuming staticity and spherical symmetry [13] or slow rotation [14] , and provided that the scalar does not couple to the Gauss-Bonnet invariant, G = R abcd R abcd − 4R ab R ab + R 2 [14, 15] . However, there is no known no-hair theorem that covers the complete action. On the contrary, it is known to admit hairy solutions even for simple static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat configurations, e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Moreover, in certain cases it is possible to obtain stationary hairy black hole spacetimes by relaxing the stationarity assumption for the scalar only [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The existence of hairy black hole solutions in theories where the scalar exhibits derivative self-interactions might have implications for causality. Noncanonical kinetic terms allow for perturbations of the scalar field to propagate superluminally as long as the background field is nontrivial, i.e. has nonvanishing derivatives [25] [26] [27] . Indeed, as a simple approximation, consider the Lagrangian (1) as describing a scalar field on a fixed curved background. Expanding to second order in scalar perturbations π on top of a background ϕ, we get the second order Lagrangian for scalar perturbations as follows
The explicit form of f ab is presented in Appendix A for the special case where Φ respects shift symmetry. The propagation of linear scalar perturbations is determined by effective metric f ab . Hence, this metric, or its inverse f
−1 ab
, where
, define causality for such excitations. The matter fields are assumed to couple minimally to g ab and hence massless matter perturbations will follow null trajectories of that metric. For a generic background scalar field ϕ, f −1 ab does not coincide with g ab . This suggests that the causal structure of black holes in certain classes of theories described by the Horndeski action should be particularly intriguing. If f −1 ab and g ab are not conformally related then they have different null cones, so massless excitations that follow null geodesics of f −1 ab can be superluminal or subluminal. One can take this a step further: for stationary metrics, event horizons will be Killing horizons, so one can ask under which conditions the Killing horizons of f −1 ab and g ab coincide and what is the causal structure when they do not. These are precisely the questions that we explore below. We restrict ourselves to a setup where the background metric is fixed and consider only linear scalar perturbations, as in the discussion above. This has obvious limitations: it only probes the local counterpart of the causal structure as perceived by scalar excitations and ignores nonlinear effects. It also does not take into account the role of metric perturbations, which will generally also propagate along null geodesics of a different effective metric. Nonetheless, this setup makes calculation tractable and already provides very interesting insights into the causal structure as perceived by the scalar.
The causal structure of black holes in Horndeski theories has been studied before in [28] and [29] (see [30] and [31] for similar approaches) using the method of characteristics. In Ref.
[28] both the metric g ab and the scalar field ϕ were taken to be dynamical and it was claimed that if a surface Σ is a Killing horizon of g ab , it is also a characteristic surface for all degrees of freedom when the metric and the scalar are stationary. It was then suggested that this implies that Σ effectively acts as a horizon for all excitations. This last statement entails some implicit assumptions not spelled out in Ref. [28] . Our approach follows a different path and it provides a rigorous proof about when Killing horizons for different excitations coincide. Though less general due to the decoupling approximation, it is also more transparent physically. Hence, it simplifies the interpretation of the results and highlights certain subtleties and assumptions in the characteristics approach.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we provide a proof that the Killing horizons of the fixed background metric g ab will also be Killing horizons of f −1 ab , provided that both the metric and the scalar respect stationarity. In Sec. III we relax the assumption of stationarity for the scalar and we show that, in the zero backreaction limit, it is rather straightforward to construct solutions where the horizons of these two metrics do not coincide. Though it is not clear if this feature will survive once backreaction is taken into account, our results certainly motivate further work in this direction.
Sec. IV contains a discussion of our results and their potential implications.
II. NO-GO RESULTS FOR BLACK HOLES WITH MULTIPLE HORIZONS
As argued above f −1 ab and g ab do not coincide for a generic background. In fact, interestingly, they do not coincide even for the trivial background, ϕ = constant. However, we will prove below that the black hole Killing horizon H perceived by the metric g ab acts as a Killing horizon for f −1 ab metric as well. In order to do so, we assume that the black hole spacetime has a Killing vector field ξ a which is timelike outside the black hole region, is null and orthogonal to H on the horizon H and the background scalar field satisfies this symmetry, ξ a ∇ a ϕ = 0. Moreover, we assume those derivatives of G i 's appearing in the expression for f ab in Appendix A are finite. Let us start with the easiest case, where the scalar background is trivial, ϕ = constant. The effective metric for linear perturbations around this solution is given by (see Appendix A)
where c 1 and c 2 are constants. Consider a spacetime where no extra matter field is present. Then, the variation of the action w.r.t. g ab yields the vacuum Einstein equations G ab + λg ab = 0. As a result, f ab and g ab are related by a conformal factor and their causal structure is the same.
In general, when the scalar field background is trivial, the g ab metric satisfies GR field equations, and thus describes a GR black hole. The most general GR black hole solution is described by a Kerr-Newman metric. Though not obvious, we have verified by direct calculation that the Killing horizon of the Kerr-Newman black hole acts as a horizon for the f −1 ab metric as well.
* In the argument above, we have exploited the field equation for the metric to derive our result. In what follows, we provide a proof to show that the Killing horizon of g ab is a Killing horizon of the effective metric f ab is a composite metric constructed from the spacetime metric and the scalar field derivatives. Consequently, it satisfies stationarity, i.e. L ξ f −1 ab = 0 where L ξ is the Lie derivative along ξ a . The Killing horizon H is a Killing horizon for the effective metric, iff
) * Presumably this statement can be proven using the properties of the electromagnetic field, but we have not attempted that as it is covered by the more general proof given below.
where H = means equality holds on H and ℵ is a scalar. We ignore ℵ = 0 which corresponds to a degenerate perturbation metric, signalling the instability of background scalar configuration. Condition I states that the Killing horizon H is a null surface w.r.t. the effective metric. Condition II requires that the Killing vector field be hypersruface orthogonal on H -a necessary condition for the hypersurface to be a Killing horizon. Indeed, multiplying both sides of Eq. (10) with f −1 ab , we get
ξ a is the normal to H, thus this equation implies that f −1 ab ξ b is normal to H. In Appendix B, we prove both conditions. For condition I we only need to assume that the background metric and scalar configuration satisfy stationarity. To prove condition II without having to resort to global considerations, we need to make the additional assumption that the surface gravity of the horizon is constant. Overall, we have proved that the spacetime metric horizon H is a Killing horizon for the perturbation metric. Hence scalar perturbations cannot escape the region that matter fields perceive as a black hole. Note that if the scalar perturbations are subluminal, it is conceivable that f −1 ab could have another horizon outside H.
Clearly, condition II implies condition I. Multiplying both sides of the Eq. (11) with ξ a yields
which means ξ a is null w.r.t. the perturbation metric on H. We have chosen to consider it as separate condition to make better contact with the results of Ref. [28] . Condition I also identifies the characteristics for scalar perturbations, as is discussed in more detail in Appendix C. As shown there, if one applies the approach of Ref.
[28] to the decoupling limit and considers perturbation around a stationary background configuration, one does indeed obtain condition I.
The characteristics can be thought of as maximal speed of propagation surfaces and the boundary of the future of a given subset of the manifold is a characteristic. Nonetheless, characteristics are clearly not horizons in general (any null surface in Minkowski space is a characteristic for the wave equation) and condition I does not imply condition II without further assumptions. So, proving the former condition is not sufficient to claim that the Killing horizon of g ab will also be a Killing horizon of f −1 ab given that the two metrics are distinct. One can argue around this technical obstruction. Condition I does show that scalar excitations can cross the Killing horizon of g ab in a single direction only, which depends on the orientation of the characteristic. Hence, assuming that both g ab and f It is hard to imagine a physical solution that would not satisfy these assumptions and yet it is interesting that they are not sufficient to prove that H is a Killing horizon of f −1 ab without further assuming that the surface gravity is constant. Carter has proven without resorting to field equations that Killing horizons in axisymmetric spacetimes that satisfy "t-φ orthogonality" have constant surface gravity [32] .
† The is also trivially true in spherical symmetry. Indeed, in what follows we present a complementary proof that is valid in spherical symmetry and does not make use of this assumption.
It is also worth mentioning that, if one is willing to assume that the Killing vector is timelike w.r.t. f −1 ab in the exterior of H, then there seems to be an alternative way to argue that condition II has to hold. The Killing flow cannot pierce H, as the latter is a Killing horizon for g ab . Hence, ξ a either has to be orthogonal to H and null w.r.t. f −1 ab as well, or is has to reside in H and be spacelike w.r.t. f −1 ab . However, the latter case is excluded by continuity if ξ a is timelike immediately outside H.
Special case: Spherical symmetry
For a static spherically symmetric spacetime and scalar field configuration, we make use of the {t, r, θ, φ} coordinates. In this coordinate system, both spacetime and effective metrics are diagonal and given by
The Killing vector is given by ξ a = (1, 0, 0, 0) and the Killing horizon of the effective metric is where f
The Killing horizon of the effective metric cannot be located away from the metric Killing horizon at r = r H where H(r H ) = F (r H ) = 0. The argument goes as follows: away from the metric Killing horizon, all components of the spacetime metric and its inverse, in {t, r, θ, φ} coordinates, are finite. This means that all components of the Riemann tensor and field derivatives (with upper or lower indices) are finite. f tt is given by different combinations of the Riemann tensor and field derivatives contractions (see Appendix A), and thus it is finite and cannot satisfy the condition for the effective metric Killing horizon f tt = ∞. † By "t-φ orthogonality" one refers to the requirement that the t-φ plane be orthogonal to a family of 2-dimensional surfaces, which is a prerequisite for the line element to have g tφ as the only off-diagonal component.
III. TIME-DEPENDENT SCALARS AND BLACK HOLES WITH MULTIPLE HORIZONS
The theorem in the previous section ruled out the possibility of having multiple horizons for most stationary configurations in a large class of shift-symmetric Horndeski theories. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, static, spherically symmetric metric with timedependent scalar configurations are known to exist in shift-symmetric Horndeski theories [22] [23] [24] . In particular, if Φ depends linearly on Killing time t, i.e. Φ = qt + ψ(r) in a suitable coordinate system and q is a constant, then its derivatives respect staticity. Shift symmetry implies that Φ is present in the equations only through its derivatives, and hence the mismatch between the symmetries of the metric and the scalar does not necessarily lead to an inconsistency. This motivates the study of causality and the potential existence of multiple horizons in solutions with stationary metrics and timedependent scalars. We will not attempt an exhaustive analysis here. Instead, we will just provide a simple example of a solution in which the Killing horizons of g ab and f −1 ab do not match, as evidence that this issue deserves further investigation.
One might actually expect the solutions of Refs. [22, 23] to readily provide such an example. Unfortunately, this is not the case within the confines of the zerobackreaction limit that we are employing here. This becomes apparent when one briefly examines the hairy black hole solutions presented in [22] . The action used there is a combination of L 2 and L 4
which corresponds to G 2 = 2ηX − 2Λ and G 4 = ζ + βX. Shift symmetry implies that the equation for the scalar field can be written as a current conservation equation
The field equation for Φ is linear in Φ. Hence, one considers scalar perturbations in a fixed hairy background, consistent with our assumptions in the previous sections, f ab = 2ηg ab − 2βG ab . If that background is a solution of vacuum Einstein's equation with or without a cosmological constant, the f ab and g ab are conformally related and share their horizons.
Let us instead assume that g ab is one of the static, spherically symmetric metrics of the hairy solution reported in Ref. [22] . The following ansätze were used
and all of the solutions found turn out to satisfy
everywhere in the spacetime. However, Eq. (20) implies that f rr = 0 everywhere and, hence, the effective metric for linear perturbations is degenerate throughout spacetime when backreaction is neglected. Clearly, in such solutions one cannot discuss in a meaningful way Killing horizons of f ab in the zero-backreaction limit. The degeneracy of f ab is clearly related to the choice of theory and the expression for the effective metric. Nonetheless, it does not actually imply that there is some general pathology of the solutions or the theory, as it appears only when one ignores the metric perturbations but still uses a background with a nontrivial scalar (i.e. when backreaction is neglected selectively at first order only.) See Refs. [26, 27, 33] for discussions on the linear stability of these solutions.
In order to provide an example of a solution with multiple horizons without taking into account backreaction, we turn to a different Lagrangian, known as k-essence,
where G 2X > 0. Varying this action with respect to Φ, we arrive at the equation of motion
The causal structure of linear perturbations π on top of a background field ϕ is governed by
Inverting (23) yields
(24) which determines how scalar perturbations propagate through the spacetime.
Let us assume that g ab describes a static spherically symmetric black hole spacetime with time-translational Killing vector ξ a . The Killing horizon is located where ξ a becomes null according to the spacetime metric, i.e.
Scalar perturbations can evade the metric horizon provided that ξ a remains timelike with respect to the effective metric (f −1 ) ab on the Killing horizon. This happens when
on the metric horizon. The first condition expresses that the scalar field is time dependent and the second one means that the perturbations are superluminal. It is important to note that the above conditions are local, i.e. they need to be satisfied only in a neighborhood of the Killing horizon. We now proceed to construct an explicit solution for the scalar field in a Schwarzschild background with mass M , and demonstrate that the horizon f −1 ab does not coincide with that usual horizon. To do so, we make a specific choice of k-essence theory (21), with
where α > 0 (α < 0) corresponds to subluminal (superluminal) propagation. According to Eq. (26), time dependence in ϕ is necessary to have multiple horizons. We choose the following ansatz
where v = t + r * is the ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate, and r * is the tortoise coordinate defined as dr * = dr 1−2M/r . We further assume that our solution is continuously connected to ϕ =constant as q → 0, and we expand ψ(r) as follows,
We then solve the equations perturbatively in q. At first order in q, Eq. (22) reads
whose solution, after imposing regularity on the horizon, is
With this solution and ignoring the conformal factor G 2X which is irrelevant for the causal structure, the effective metric (24) yields
We want to express metric (33) in Eddington-Finkelsteinlike coordinates, thus we perform the following coordinate transformation
Defining M ′ = M 1 + αq 2 , up to second order in q the metric will read
Starting from r > 2M ′ = 2M (1+αq 2 ), outgoing radial null rays of the effective metric can escape to infinity. For α < 0, corresponding to the superluminal case, this region extends to both sides of the Killing horizon of the background metric g ab .
Our solution clearly provides an example of an effective metric whose horizon does not coincide with that of the background metric, albeit is a much simplified setup where there is no backreaction and where the background is that of GR. It can be seen as having been obtained at the decoupling limit, where there is no backreaction at all orders in perturbation theory. The potential caveats are: (i) once backreaction is taken into account, the causal structure of the effective metric can change; (ii) it is not guaranteed that beyond decoupling, a static metric with a time-dependent scalar actually exists. On the other hand, one can argue that if the scalar field configuration evolves very slowly in time compared to the characteristic timescale defined by the mass of the black hole, then treating the black hole as quasistationary might be a good approximation that justifies our treatment. In any case, our sole purpose here is to demonstrate that the possibility of having multiple horizons deserves further investigation when it comes to time-dependent scalars.
IV. DISCUSSION
The causal structure of black holes in Horndeski theories can deviate from the causal structure dictated by the spacetime metric. Due to derivative couplings of the scalar field and metric, the perturbation metrics are not conformal to the spacetime metric. Here we have focused for simplicity on the causal structure as seen by the linear perturbations of the scalar field on a fixed background metric.
The main result of this paper is the following: although null cones of the linear perturbation metric (f −1 ab ) and the spacetime metric (g ab ) are generally different, we have shown that for stationary black holes and scalar fields, and provided that the surface gravity of the horizon is constant, a Killing horizon of g ab H is also a Killing horizon for f −1
ab . This means that the black hole region as perceived by matter fields, which are minimally coupled to g ab , is a subset of or the same as the one defined by linear perturbations of the scalar field.
Our results agree with previous results in the literature that used the method of characteristics [28] when there is overlap, but they go a bit further to prove that H is actually a Killing horizon for f −1 ab . They also help interpret previous result in the intuitive physical picture of effective metrics and pin down certain subtleties of the characteristics approach. Remarkably, to rigorously complete the proof that H is a Killing horizon for f −1 ab for a generic stationary configuration one needs the local assumption of constant surface gravity. Alternatively, one can argue that H is a causal boundary of all excitations simply by being a characteristic, and hence is expected to be a Killing horizon for f −1
ab . This correspondence of assumptions begs the conjecture that Killing horizons have constant surface gravity for stationary, asymptotically flat black hole configurations in Horndeski theories. Though there is no known proof of that statement (or a theory-independent proof), it is worth mentioning the following. Spherical black holes always possess this property and Carter has proven that axisymmetric black holes will also have this property if they satisfy "t-φ orthogonality" [32] . The latter is a necessary condition for having a line element with g tφ as the only off-diagonal component (the usual ansatz for stationary, axisymmetric solutions). Finally, the zeroth law of black hole thermodynamics is related to the fact that surface gravity is constant. Hence, finding black hole solutions that do not satisfy this property would indeed be remarkable.
It is important to clarify the complementarity between our proof and no-hair theorems. In our general proof we do not impose that the background configuration satisfies any specific field equations and, hence, we did not need to make any reference to no-hair theorems as it applies equally well to hairy solutions. As has been discussed above, for backgrounds with a trivial scalar configuration the proof becomes rather trivial. This might give the false impression that the physical significance of our result is limited. To clarify this point, we would like to emphasize that stationary hairy solutions do exist in shift-symmetric Horndeski theories and that our proof does not rely on most of the assumptions employed in no-hair theorems. In particular, we bring the following points to the reader's attention: (i) Our proof uses only local properties of Killing horizons and makes no reference to the asymptotics. Hence, it applies to black holes with nonflat asymptotics or matter in their vicinity, which are not covered by no-hair theorems.
(ii) The known no-hair theorems for shift-symmetric Horndeski theories require the assumptions of staticity and spherical symmetry [13] or slow rotation [14] . We only assume stationarity.
(iii) Interactions between the scalar and other fields, including the metric, could provide a nontrivial configuration for the scalar field. However, as long as the new interaction terms do not spoil the structure of the perturbation metric our proof holds. That is, the interaction term only needs to respect shift symmetry upon linearization.
(iv) Even with the shift-symmetric Horndeski class, there exists a term that inevitably gives rise to scalar hair [14, 15] , ΦG, where G = R abcd R abcd − 4R ab R ab + R 2 is the Gauss-Bonnet invariant.
To elaborate on this last point, consider a theory that belongs to the class of theories given by the Lagrangian (1) and assume ϕ = const is a solution to that theory. Then add αΦG, where α is a coupling constant, to the Lagrangian. The resulting theory is still in the class of shift-symmetric Horndeski theories, since G is a total derivative term in 4 dimensions. The new term in the Lagrangian adds αG to the scalar field's equation of motion and G does not vanish in black hole spacetimes. Consequently, the new theory must admit a hairy solution only. However, the new term in the scalar field equation of motion vanishes from the equation of motion for scalar linear perturbations on a fixed background. Hence, it does not change the structure of the effective metric and our proof applies to this class of theories as well. Clearly, our central simplifying assumption to consider scalar perturbations on fixed metric backgrounds is a very strong limitation. It is pertinent to revisit the problem taking metric perturbations into account. The perturbative analysis presented in Ref.
[27], though focused on the role of causality for stability rather than exploring the horizon structure, provides some useful background for extending our analysis.
We also discussed briefly the possibility of having different horizons in configurations where the scalar does not respect stationarity and we provided a simple example in the decoupling limit, in order to motivate further work. Another crucial piece of motivation to look further into this issue is the following. As has been pointed out in the context of Lorentz-violating theories, where solutions with nested horizons for different excitations are common [34] [35] [36] , the region between two such horizons can be seen as an ergoregion. In that region, the slowest of the two excitations can carry negative Killing energy as it is behind its Killing horizon and at the same time the faster excitation can still escape. If the two modes interact, then there is a possibility of energy extraction [37] [38] [39] . Assuming that such a process can take place [40] , it could lead to thermodynamics conundrums [37] [38] [39] , or perhaps just provide a natural decay channel from hairy to nonhairy solutions [40] .
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We can use the expansion of ∇ b ξ a on the horizon
where k a is a null direction transverse to H satisfying ξ a k a = −1, η a is a spacelike direction orthogonal to ξ a and k a and κ is the surface gravity of H. Equation (B6) yields 
Eq. (B9) implies that R ab ξ a is tangent to H and eq. (B11) implies that this vector is orthogonal to all spacelike directions on H. The only vector on H satisfying these properties has to be a multiple of ξ b . Consequently,
